?
A 3-hoof support phase,

2 hinds and 1 fore.
Left hind in full weight
support.
Left fore is halfway
through forward advance
ment.
Right hind is in full
weight support, but about
to lift at heel.
Righ fore is in full
weight support.

What will the next support
phase be? Which hoofs are
going to come off the
ground and which will
remain on the ground?

Can you picture it? ..
What will be the next support
phase?
It will be a 3-hoof support
phase with two fore hooves
and one hind on the ground
As the left fore sets down the
right hind will be the only
hoof off the ground

After this 3-hoofsupport phase
what will follow?
It will be a 1areral support
phase ofleft billd and left
fore hoof in full weight, with
the right fore coming off the
ground and the right hind

remaining off the ground,

advancing fmward.

A 2-hoof diagonal sup
port phase with left hind
and right fore in full sup
port.
Left hind is still on the
ground in full weight sup
port.
Left fore is s till off the
ground, but soon to touch
down.
Right hind has lifted off
and is starting its forward
advancement.
.gh fore is still on the
ground in full weight, but
is no longer perpendicular
to the ground, but now
angled backward.

The horse is once :.=.
diagonal support _ '
but different fron: ~:c:
in photo #2.
Left hind has co::!:. 7"
ground.
Left fore is in ftC ~ ~
support
Right bind has j"' ~ .
ground in full weig .: .
RighI fon: is off ~= .
halfway through :: :
advancement D~:...: _
port shown here :~
fore and left hill ' '.=.
phase, and the f :--: _'. ~
right fore in sus~ . :-.
Once again, be u:-~ .
the nextphoto "':'..: '
the support pl- ., _:: .

tru tur I

i fer

DC

When different horses perform the same gait, there
can be can subtle differences in the shape or the frame
they need to hold themselves in, and therefore in how
you need to support them, to achieve the gait. The
amount of energy needed to provide forward motion in
a gait varies between individual horses, as well. Riding
many horses executing the same gait will make you
Though stride for stride, the gait is the some, each horse moves differently.
aware of how differently you may need to support one horse
versus another. This is also the best way to learn how differently the same gait will feel on individual horses, even though
the gait is the same in footfall phases and timing.
But what does it take for two horses to do the same gait if they are structurally different? Being able to recog
nize the differences in each individual will help you evaluate how to support them in your riding, to allow them to
carry themselves and you, in the easy gaits you ask of them.

Structur 1 Influence

The horse is in a 3-hoof
support phase of two
hinds and one fore.
Left hind has just set
down in full weight sup
port.
Left fore has lifted off and
is just Left forestarting its
forward advancement.
' ght h'nd is in full
weight support.
Right fore is in full weight
support.

What will be the next sup
port phase following this
photo?
The left bind will still be
in support
The left fore will be have
set down bei~g in full sup
port.
The right hind will have
lifted of being in suspen
sion.
The right fore will have
lifted off.
The horse will then be in a
lateral support phase.

Fox still has several years before he will be struc
turally mature. Growth plates have yet to fuse, and
his large frame will require an extra measure of
muscle development to properly support it. Even at
this age with all the development issues brought on
by his fast growth, the discomfort of teeth shedding
and erupting, and all the trials and tribulations of
mental maturation, this adolescent has an easier time achieving this gait
than our previous h orse, which was fully mature in body and mind.
The horse evaluated previously in this gait, Traveller (shown above), is
extremely inclined to trot. His lumbar sacral juncture is set close over the point
of hip, and his hip socket is set close to center of his pelvis. He has a shorter
length neck with medium set into the shoulder.
T raveller's rider worked well in supporting this type of structure to help to
bring the gait into the horse. She had to lift her hands in order to lower the
root of the horse's neck, creating the vetroflexion (lowering of the spine)
Traveller needed to do this gait. Our rider also knew to roll her pelvis back
slightly to help lower the horse's back for this gait, and to allow her to push for
more energy use from the horse for him to carry himself in the frame. Bottom
line: Traveller has to be supported in a more contained frame than Fox to do
the same gait.
In evaluating Fox's structure, his lumbar sacral juncture is set close to the
point of hip which would incline him to be diagonal in his gait, yet his hip
socket is placed further back from center of his pelvis, which creates an inclina
tion to go lateral. Like Traveller, Fox also has a medium set of neck into his
shoulder, but has a much longer neck. These influences for both lateral and
diagonal movement make it easier for Fox to perform this gait with less con
tainment than Traveller needs. Fox needs less lift of the head and some energy
brought up into his body, but not as much as Traveller. Fox is more relaxed in
his gait due to the ease of execution due to his structure. The rider's pelvis does
not need to be rolled back, but simply set level in a balanced seat. Of course,
Fox will continue.to need proper rider support through his developmental
years, but will find self-carriage as he matures, but Traveller may always need
the extra support from a rider. '
So in closing, we have many variances in horses and it is up to you, the
rider, to learn how to bring out what a horse has to offer. ~
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I Think She

Went Riding
by Renee Martin

You slipped away from us last night
Gone riding.

So many horses came to carry you

silently, softly, gently.

Ethereal steeds with heavenly gaits,

grateful you understood them.

They took you home under the moonlight,
they knew the way.

I know you felt the wind in your hair again,
experienced complete freedom.

Utterly content in the scent ofleather and horse,
as you always were when you
went riding.

In lasting. loving memory of
Lee Ziegler

..
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